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TELAIR TIG 6000G 
        

   

Product price:  

8.450,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

TELAIR TIG 6000G LPG GENERATOR 5.8KW INVERTER 

TELAIR TIG 6000G is a new generation power generator with voltage regulator with inverter
technology and powered by an LPG engine. TELAIR TIG 6000G is an ultra-modern machine with
variable speed electronic management, has allowed TELAIR TIG 6000G to obtain an extremely
low noise combined with a very low average consumption.

The inverter technology voltage regulator allows the TELAIR TIG 6000G vehicular generator to
generate a very stable voltage with a pure sine wave, this allows you to power any type of
household appliance without worry.
The remote control panel included in the TELAIR TIG 6000G vehicular generator has a modern
design and equipped with a graphic display, it provides the user with all the information related to
the operation of the TELAIR TIG 6000G vehicular generator, control of oil level, operating
temperature and current consumption with automatic engine shutdown in case of out of standard
values.

It allows to select the operation of the TELAIR vehicular generator between manual and
automatic (in case of use also as battery charger) and it is also equipped with a BOOST key that
can be used when a temporary power increase is needed for a very high electric load. It is also
equipped with a special interface that will allow in the future, to use the new Teleco-Hub App to
remotely turn on, turn off and control the TELAIR TIG 6000G vehicular generator via an iOS or
Android smartphone.

TECHNICAL FEATURES TELAIR TIG 6000G

Phase Type: Single Phase
Maximum Power: 5. 8 KW
Continuous use power: 5 KW
Voltage: 230 V
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Frequency: 50 Hz
Motor: Yamaha MZ300
Displacement: 296 cm3
Starting: electric
Power supply: LPG
Oil capacity: 1l
Motor speed: 2500 - 3600 rpm
Sound pressure: 54 - 68 dB(A) @ 7m
Width: 723. 5 mm
Depth: 467 mm
Height: 339 mm
Dry weight: 90 Kg

If you are looking for a vehicular generator similar to the TELAIR TIG 6000G then we suggest you
browse our extensive catalog of vehicular-generators.

Images and technical data of TELAIR TIG 6000G are not binding and may be subject to revision.

  

Product features:  

Phase: Single phase
Maximum power single phase (KW): 5.8
Continuous power single phase (KW): 5
Fuel: LPG
Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 230
Engine: Yamaha MZ 300
Engine rpm (rpm): 2500 - 3600 rpm
Starting system: Electric
Engine capacity (cm³): 296
Acoustic pressure: 54 - 68 dB(A) @ 7m
Length (mm): 723. 5
Width (mm): 467
Height (mm): 339
Dry weight (Kg): 90
Product type: Generator
Voltage regulator: Inverter
Engine manufacturer: Yamaha
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